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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a novel automated camera control
method for capturing desktop presentations. For this pur-
pose, we first discuss typical features of shots and their
cameraworks that frequently appear in TV programs. To
realize those features in our automated video capturing
system, we classify the purpose of a camerawork from
two points of view: target and aspect-of-target. Then,
we consider the correspondence between the classifica-
tion and typical shots and cameraworks. We propose the
virtual-frame control algorithm based on this idea, and
the implementation in our video production system. We
then show experimental results that verified our method
through two kinds of experiments: virtual video captur-
ing using CG animations and real video capturing of real
presentations.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important topics on multimedia is con-
tents production. There are great demands for automat-
ing contents production of video-based multimedia, since
video production is a costly task that requires both con-
siderable skills and time. One typical application is lec-
ture archiving and tagging, for which a number of works
are reported and some of them are actually used for real
scenes. Capturing, recording, and indexing lectures gives
good materials for distant learning and e-Learning.

This paper focuses on cameraworks for recording video-
based multimedia contents for science classrooms or in-
struction manuals. Camera control is an essential basis
of those videos, since poor cameraworks force the audi-
ence’s unreasonable pains to keep watching or they can
easily make the audience give up watching.

For this purpose, we propose our camerawork by the
virtual-frame control for capturing desktop presentations.
The features of our research are as follows:

• The camerawork is designed based on the observation
of TV programs. From the observation, we classified
the purpose of a camerawork from two points of view,
target and aspect-of-target.

• The virtual-frame control is adjustable to typical pur-
poses of shots, and is easy-to-use for the user who do

not have special knowledge for taking videos.

• We had experiments in both virtual scenes by CG
animation and real scenes. We found that sophisti-
cated camera control is really necessary even with an
ideal setting in CG animation, and our camerawork
obtained good results compared to simple or straight-
forward ones.

In the following sections, we first discuss typical features
of shots that frequently appear in TV programs. We next
classify the purposes of shots and cameraworks, and pro-
pose a novel camera control algorithm adjustable for each
purpose. Then, we present our experiments through vir-
tual video capturing and real video capturing of real pre-
sentations.

2. CAPTURING DESKTOP PRESENTATIONS

2.1. Features of Desktop Presentations

TV programs of desktop presentations such as cooking
shows or handicraft classes have typical patterns of shots
and cameraworks. TABLE 1 shows typical shots that fre-
quently appeared in our video samples, that is, four cook-
ing programs and two handicraft programs1. TABLE 2
shows the proportion that each category of shots occupies
each video. We can see the importance of shot C that is
a close shot of a workspace (hereafter we call the shot a
workspace shot) since this type of shot occupies from 50
% to 80 % of the whole video.

From this observation, we found that camerawork is not
directly determined by the target i.e., which person or ob-
ject is mainly shot by a camera. Camerawork is rather
tightly related to the focused state of a target i.e., which
state of the target must be captured and be focused. Even
the same target can be taken with different cameraworks:
if the appearance of an object is focused, the objects
should be always kept at the center of the screen2; if the
movement of hands is important, it is preferable to fix
or slowly move a camera for capturing the workspace in
which the hands are moving around. We can see this fea-
ture frequently in the workspace shot (the shot C).

1Cooking videos A(15 minutes), B(12 minutes), C(20 minutes), D(7
minutes), and handicraft videos A(10 minutes), B(15minutes).

2In this paper, we use term “screen” as it represents an image or a
frame of a video.



TABLE 1 - Typical shots for desktop manipulations.

Shot examples Shot properties

Shot A

This type of shot contains a wide-
angled view of a speaker, (an) as-
sistant(s), and a workspace on a
desk. Usually, this type of shot is
used when a speaker gives expla-
nations before actual operations or
when no other appropriate shots
are appropriate. This shot is some-
times/often used as an alternative
for a shot C when a speaker moves
around the studio space.

Shot B

This type of shot captures a
speaker’s face or upper body ex-
cept a workspace. A shot of type
A is often used as an alternative of
this type of shot if only one per-
son is speaking. This shot is often
used when a speaker talks after the
operation is almost finished.

Shot C

This type of shot captures a
workspace during operations. A
cameraman shoots at (a) hand(s),
a place, or an operated object, and
he/she frequently moves cameras
to capture these targets at the cen-
ter of the screen. This shot often
continues to the end of an opera-
tion.

Shot D

This type of shot, that is, a telop or
a flip shot, gives information for
the names, the quantity, or other
important points. We do not need
a sophisticated camerawork, and a
fixed camera or a still shot is usu-
ally enough for this purpose.

A speaker: a person mainly explains a manipula-
tion, e.g., a chef or a teacher.

The most important point is that certain trade-off (here-
after we call “camera control trade-off”) exists between
“capturing a target at the center of the screen in order to
intensively show the target” and “fixing the field of view
in order to show the locus of movements or to show the
relation between the target and the background”. In this
sense, adjusting the trade-off in capturing hands and an
object that can rapidly move is a characteristic problem
in capturing a desktop presentation. This characteristic
has not been well discussed in previous works for lecture
capturing.

The objective of this research is to automate this process
by giving appropriate camera control algorithm. To make
this subject really tractable, we use a multi-camera sys-

TABLE 2 - Occurrence ratio of each shot.

Programs Shot A Shot B Shot C Shot D
Cooking A 21.7 % 11.5 % 48.5 % 18.3 %
Cooking B 29.8 % 0.0 % 70.2 % 0.0 %
Cooking C 25.8 % 2.4 % 69.9 % 1.9 %
Cooking D 13.8 % 2.9 % 74.0 % 9.2 %
Handicraft A 13.6 % 1.5 % 84.9 % 0.0 %
Handicraft B 16.5 % 4.8 % 78.7 % 0.0 %

Meanings of each shot are explained in TABLE 1.

tem. The system simulates a human cameraman by using
multiple cameras each of which shoots its own target with
its own purpose, while a human cameraman that usually
uses one camera and shoots one or more targets by chang-
ing cameraworks. The actual camerawork is described in
section 4.

2.2. System Outline

FIGURE 1 shows an outline of our system. In our system,
we assume a speaker gives a talk and a demonstration in
a fixed space, e.g., 2 m × 2 m square. Each pan/tilt cam-
era is assigned its own target and its own camerawork
appropriate for the purpose. For shooting at a target by
tracking the target, the system needs to get accurate posi-
tions of targets with small latency. For this purpose, the
system measures the 3D position of a speaker or an ob-
ject by magnetic sensors with small errors3 , and controls
multiple pan/tilt cameras with small latency4. A target
position of on a screen can be calculated based on the
field angle and 3D positions of the camera and the target.

Videos taken by those cameras are recorded in MPEG1/2
format. A speech transcript is obtained by a speech
recognition software, and is recorded with the target po-
sition data and camera control parameters synchronized
with videos. Recorded videos are automatically edited
based on those data.

This system is designed for automated video production,
whose outputs are provided as video manuals (1) or con-
tents for distant learning. In this paper, however, we con-
centrate on a camerawork and its evaluation.

3. RELATED WORKS

Not a few works have been proposed for capturing lec-
tures or meetings (2)–(5). For example, in TIDE project,
videos for a lecturer, students, and a blackboard are cap-
tured and utilized for an international lecture exchange

3In our calibration, the average positional error is less than 10 mm.
4In our experiments, the actual delay before a camera begins to start

moving is around 400 msec.



FIGURE 1 - Video capturing system overview.

program. Some of the those works use multiple cameras
that simultaneously shoot different targets such as a lec-
turer, a blackboard, or students. However, the camera
control techniques used in the above works are mainly
for capturing a middle shot or even longer 5 shots, and
they are not directly applicable for our purpose, since our
target moves much faster in a screen. We need a novel
method for taking desktop manipulations.

NHK Science & Technical Research Laboratory has de-
veloped an intelligent robot camera system for TV pro-
gram production, and they are trying to simulate cam-
eraworks of professional cameramen (6). For example,
pan/tilt speed is adjusted to that of human cameramen,
and some of their experiments showed good results. So
far, they have not reported a method applicable to a desk-
top presentation nor a method applicable to ordinary and
inexpensive pan/tilt cameras.

As an automatic camera control system for cooking
scenes, Bobick et al., reported the Intelligent Studios (7).
Their work may be most closely related to our scheme.
Their system, however, did not deal with details of a
camerawork. They have not reported subsequent research
concerning the realization of a practical system. Our ap-
proach is different in the sense that we developed our
multi-camera system that works for real presentations
through a number of experiments and evaluations in real
scenes.

Moreover, we systematically verified our method by vir-
tual video capturing using CG animations. Not a few
studies have been reported on cameraworks in computer
graphics field. For example, He et al. proposed the
Virtual Cinematographer that adaptively switches views

5We use term “long” for a shot in which a person or an object ap-
pears smaller in a screen, and “close” for a shot in which a person or an
object appears bigger.

TABLE 3 - Classification of targets.

Target
<speaker> speaker’s upper body or face
<hand> a right(left) hand, both hands
<object> an important object to be paid attention

<place>
an important static place to be paid atten-
tion

from virtual cameras by using a finite automaton (8).
Drucker et al. proposed the camera control descrip-
tion language DCCL and applied it to the system Cam-
Droid (9). Those works simulate video capturing on ideal
conditions, e.g., no latency for acquiring the position of
target6, no delay for camera movement, no inertia, and so
on. Therefore, while those works are partially good stuff
for designing a camerawork in a real scene, they are not
directly applicable for our purpose. On the other hand,
we evaluate our methods in both a real scene and a vir-
tual scene, and verified that our method is sufficient for
both situations. Moreover, we found that we need sophis-
ticated camera control even in a virtual scene with ideal
conditions.

4. CAMERA CONTROL FOR DESKTOP
PRESENTATIONS

From the observation in section 2.1, we consider camera-
works from two points of view: which target we want to
shoot, and which aspect-of-target we want to focus.

TABLE 3 shows the category of targets that we prepared

6Even the position in the future is known.



TABLE 4 - Classification of aspect-of-targets and appropriate cameraworks.

Aspect-of-target Focus Requirements for camerawork

<appearance>
Appearance of targets such as shape,
color, pose, or their changes.

This requires a camera to track a target as quickly as
possible with keeping the target at the center of the
screen.

<movement>
Movements of target that may include
frequent or shaky small motions such as
hand movements or dynamic gestures.

This requires target tracking with suppressing small
camera movements.

<circumstance>
Target’s circumstances or relationship
to other objects.

This requires to fix a camera angle as long as possible
so that a viewer could easily observe the relation be-
tween the target and other objects/persons in the scene.

for this purpose. For example , <speaker> means that
the target is speaker’s upper body or a face, the <hand>
category has three sub-categories, “a right hand”, “a left
hand”, and “both hands”. When the target is set to “both
hands”, a camera tracks a middle point of both hands with
the view field around 1 m × 1 m.

TABLE 4 shows the category of aspect-of-target. The
camerawork suitable for each aspect-of-target is shown in
also TABLE 4. This is based on the observation in section
2.1, that is, the camerawork has the trade-off between the
following two requirements:

1. Track a target and keep it at the center of the screen as
far as possible so that viewers can easily look at the
appearance of the target.

2. Fix a camera angle and view field as far as possible
to suppress shaky and irritating view changes so that
the viewers can easily understand the target’s motion
and relations to the background.

In our system, the target determines the target to be cap-
tured, the view point of a camera, and its view field7. The
aspect-of-target determines the parameters of our camera
control algorithm. Thus, we can determine camerawork
characteristics including the above trade-off adjustments
by specifying a target and an aspect-of-target. Rough cor-
respondence exists among the above target categories, the
aspect-of-target categories, and the shots shown in TA-
BLE 1:

shot A: The target is the <speaker>, and the aspect-of-
target can be considered as <circumstance>, since
the camera is not often moved even if the speaker
moves around.

shot B: The target is <speaker>, and the aspect-of-
target is <appearance>.

shot C: The target is <hand>, <object>, or
<place>. The aspect-of-target is <appearance>

7From wide-angle to tele-angle, or from long shot to close-up shot.

or <movement>: it is <appearance> if we want
to focus the target’s appearance; it is <movement>
if we want to focus on motions or loci of the target
movement.

shot D: The target is <place>. Since this type of shot
usually requires a fixed shot, our system do not need
to prepare its own camerawork.

The above settings are examples of typical cases, and
we can think of other combinations of the target and the
aspect-of-target though they might not be important.

5. VIRTUAL-FRAME CONTROL

We propose the virtual-frame control for realizing the
cameraworks shown in TABLE 4. We can adjust the
above camera control trade-off by changing the param-
eters of this algorithm.

FIGURE 2 shows the flow of the algorithm, and TABLE 5
explains the parameters for this algorithm. Roughly
speaking, a camera quickly tracks a target by immedi-
ate tracking mode, and ignores small or shaky motions
by motion suppressing mode. Appropriate switching be-
tween two modes suppresses irritating shaky views with
keeping the target inside a screen.

The two modes have the following features:

motion suppressing mode: Camera movement is
suppressed while the target’s apparent position in a
screen stays inside the virtual-frame assumed in the
screen. While the motion suppressing mode is on,
the camera pan/tilt angle is re-computed at regular in-
tervals (frame refresh interval) so that the average of
the target’s apparent position during a certain period
(frame refresh range) is located at the center of the
screen. The mode switches to the immediate tracking
mode when the target goes outside the virtual-frame.

immediate tracking mode: A camera quickly and ex-
actly tracks a target. The mode switches to motion



FIGURE 2 - Flow of virtual-frame control algorithms
(The outline is shown in the upper figure; the repetitive
target motion detection shown in middle figure; and the
stationary target motion detection is shown in the lower
figure).

suppressing mode when repetitive target motion or
stationary target position is detected. Repetitive tar-
get motion means that counter-changes of target’s
movement direction are detected more than a certain

TABLE 5 - Camerawork parameters.

virtual-frame size
The virtual-frame is a rectangle located at the center of a
screen. This parameter represents the ratio of the virtual-
frame size to the screen size.
repetitive count th
This parameter represents the threshold for counter-
changes(direction changes) of apparent target motion.
When the number of counter-turns exceeds this thresh-
old, the system detects “repetitive target motion”.
stationary range
If the target’s apparent position in the screen stays inside
the area specified by this parameter, the system detects
“stationary target position”. This parameter is the ratio
of the area size to the screen size. The difference from
virtual-frame is that this area is floating, and the position
is fixed at every time when the target stops.
stationary time th
This parameter represents the time threshold for detecting
“stationary target position”. If the target is apparently in-
side the area defined by stationary range longer than this
threshold, the system detects “stationary target position”.
frame refresh interval
This represents the temporal interval at which the algo-
rithm adjusts a camera angle in the motion suppressing
mode. The camera is controlled so that the center of the
target’s trajectory is located at the center of the screen.
frame refresh range
This parameter represent the temporal duration in which
the algorithm calculates the center of the target’s trajec-
tory.
smoothing degree
This parameter is the ratio of the process noise variance
to the measurement noise variance in the Kalman filter,
and it governs the smoothness of tracking. If the ratio is
small, the camera tracks more smoothly.

threshold (repetitive count th). Stationary target po-
sition means that the target’s apparent position in the
screen stays inside a certain area (stationary range)
for a certain period (stationary time th).

To eliminate sensor noise and small irritating motions
such as trembles in immediate tracking mode, we use the
Kalman filter with the rigid body motion model as sys-
tem dynamics. A state variable xk and a state transition
matrix F are as follows.

xk =
(

x
ẋ

)
F =

(
1 ∆
0 1

)

where, ∆ is a sampling interval of a measurement. xk

is a state vector containing the current values of position
and velocity.



FIGURE 3 - Overview of camerawork parameters for three aspect-of-targets(the base of a triangle means that a the
parameter value is large).

The smoothness of the output depends on the ratio of the
process noise variance to the measurement noise vari-
ance. We consider this ratio (noise variance ratio) also
as a camera control parameter that governs the smooth-
ness of tracking.

Thus, the virtual-frame control algorithm realizes various
cameraworks by just changing the above parameters. For
example, three typical cameraworks shown in TABLE 4
are realized as follows:

camerawork for <appearance> (A):
Virtual-frame size and stationary time th are set
small in order to quickly follow the target motion and
to capture it at the center of the screen as much as
possible.

camerawork for <movement> (M):
Repetitive count th is set small in order to quickly de-
tect repetitive motions. This realizes stable capture
of target’s movements by preventing shaky view field
changes. To follow the target movements with ignor-
ing the small motions, virtual-frame size is set small
and frame refresh interval is also set small.

camerawork for <circumstance> (C):
We use large virtual frame size and long station-
ary time th so that the camera motion is much sup-
pressed compared to the above two cameraworks.
We need to make stationary time th and repeti-
tive count th large so that system can safely estimates
the area where the target moves.

FIGURE 3 shows camerawork parameters for these cam-
eraworks. Since actual values of the camerawork param-
eters depend on an actual studio environment or equip-
ments, we introduce them in section 6.

6. EXPERIMENTS

We had experiments for the evaluation of our camera-
work: whether the categorization of a camerawork is nec-
essary, and whether the virtual-frame control algorithm
has advantages over other methods. For actual evalua-
tions, we first used CG animation. The virtual scenes
are captured by virtual cameras controlled by our camera-
work or other typical cameraworks. Then, we had subjec-
tive evaluation of the obtained shots based on Thurstone’s
method of paired comparison (10). After the evaluations
by virtual video capturing, we applied our camerawork to
the real scenes.

6.1. Experiments in Virtual Scenes

In CG animation, we can set various parameters as we
want.

• We can place at any location, for example, at exactly
the same location, more than one camera that have
ideal characteristics.

• We can simulate ideal system conditions, for exam-
ple, no noise in measuring target position, no camera
control delay, and so on.

• We can use every position, velocity, or other informa-
tion of objects at anytime even in the future.

TABLE 6 shows the scene examples and their explana-
tions: a content, a target, an aspect-of-target, and criteria
for evaluation. The aspect-of-target is just for the refer-
ence of what should be focused, and this takes no effect
on what is actually done in the experiments.



TABLE 6 - Scenes and criteria for evaluation.

Scene 1

Contents: A person holds up a remote controller and a
video camera, and explains about them.
Target: <object>
Aspect-of-target: <appearance>
Criterion: Whether it is easy to see the appearance of
an object.

Scene 2

Contents: A person takes a small box out of a large box,
takes a tea pot out of the small box, and shakes the tea
pot.
Target: the right hand
Aspect-of-target: <movement>
Criterion: Whether it is easy to see the hand motion.

Scene 3

Contents: A person controls a video camera by using a
remote controller while walking around a desk.
Target: <speaker>
Aspect-of-target: <circumstance>
Criterion: Whether it is easy to see how the person
moved in his/her circumstances and what the person did.
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Scene 2 (manipulations)
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Scene 1 (holding up objects)
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(human movement & manipulation)

FIGURE 4 - Evaluation results by paired compar-
isons among shots obtained from cameraworks in
virtual scenes. Each rectangle is placed accord-
ing to the score calculated by Thurston’s method.
The values of symbol A, M, and C represent cam-
eraworks for <appearance>, <movement>, and
<circumstance>, respectively.

We evaluated the shots obtained by virtually cap-
turing scene1 through scene3 with cameraworks for
<appearance>,
<movement>, and <circumstance>. TABLE 7 shows
the camerawork parameters used in this experiment. We
showed 16 subjects several pairs of videos, and asked
them to choose which is better based on the criteria as
shown in TABLE 6.

Discussion on categories of camerawork. FIGURE 4
shows the result. The position of a rectangle shows the
score obtained by the subjective evaluation, and greater
values mean good shots. As shown in the figure, the cam-
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Scene 2 (manipulation)
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Scene 1 (holding up objects)
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(human movement & manipulation)

FIGURE 5 - Evaluation results by paired comparisons
among shots obtained by our cameraworks and other typ-
ical methods in virtual scenes. The values of symbol U, T,
and K represent the score of direct and delay-less track-
ing, the tracking with insensitive-area, and the adaptive
smooth tracking, respectively. The values of symbol A,
M, and C are explained in FIGURE 4.

erawork designed for each purpose (aspect-of-target) got
the best score. The result means that choosing appro-
priate camerawork is really necessary, and our camera-
work setting for each purpose is appropriate for it. This
also implies that camerawork categorization contributes
to taking good videos.

Discussion on advantages over other methods. For
comparison, we captured virtual scenes with other typ-
ical camera control methods shown in TABLE 8: “direct
and delay-less tracking (U)”, “tracking with insensitive-



TABLE 7 - Camerawork parameters for a virtual scene and a real scene.

Virtual scene Real scene
Parameters A M C T A M C

virtual-frame size
(ratio of a screen)

0.25 0.7 0.95 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.95

repetitive count th
(times)

∞ 2 6 ∞ ∞ 2 6

stationary range
(ratio of a screen)

0.2 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.5

stationary time th
(seconds)

0.5 2.0 5.0 0.5 0.5 2.0 5.0

frame refresh interval
(seconds)

∞ 2 12 ∞ ∞ 2 12

frame refresh range
(ratio to the frame refresh interval)

0 1.0 0.25 0 0 1.0 0.25

smoothing degree
(0-15)

15 10 5 15 12 7 3

The values of symbol A, M, and C represent camerawork parameters for
<appearance>, <movement>, and <circumstance>, respectively. The
value of symbol T represents camerawork parameters for the tracking with
insensitive-area.

TABLE 8 - Other typical cameraworks.

Direct and delay-less tracking (U):
This is a simple and tracking under the condition of no
measurement noise, no measurement delay, and no con-
trol delay. A camera constantly keeps the target at the
center of the screen. This is the reference for checking if
simple and direct tracking on ideal conditions takes good
shots or not.
Tracking with insensitive-area (T):
To suppress irritating view field changes, a camera tracks
a target with a certain tolerance area. If the apparent po-
sition of the target is inside of this area, the camera mo-
tion is eliminated. This area is placed at the center of the
screen, and the size is set to 50 % of the screen8size. This
is the reference for checking if repetitive target motion
detection and stationary target position detection in our
algorithm is necessary.
Adaptive smooth tracking (K):
The camera control by only adjusting the smooth-
ing degree parameter without using any other functions
of the virtual-frame control algorithm. This is the refer-
ence for checking if smoothing of camera motions by the
Kalman filter is enough for taking good shots.

area (T)9”, and “adaptive smooth tracking (K)”. For ex-
ample, “tracking with insensitive-area” is the reference
for checking if repetitive target motion detection and sta-

9This camerawork simulates the camerawork with tolerance range of
the target’s position that is reported by the NHK Science & Technical
Research Laboratory as far as we can read (6)

Scene 1’ Scene 2’ Scene 3’

FIGURE 6 - Scene samples for an evaluation.

tionary target position detection in our algorithm is nec-
essary. The obtained videos are compared with the videos
captured by our virtual-frame control. Thurston’s paired
comparison was also used for this evaluation.

FIGURE 5 shows the result. We can see that the videos
captured by the virtual-frame control obtained the best
scores out of all methods. It is also remarkable that
videos taken by “direct and delay-less tracking (U)” did
not get good scores even with no measurement errors
and no delay. This strongly demonstrates that we need
sophisticated cameraworks even under ideal conditions
as given in computer graphics. Considering the results
by “tracking with insensitive-area (T)” and “adaptive
smooth tracking (K)”, a fixed size insensitive area or
smoothness adjustment is not enough for capturing desk-
top presentations.

6.2. Experiments in Real Scenes

We implemented the virtual-frame control algorithm in
our multi-camera system, and we had experiments of
capturing various shots for three scenes. The three



scenes, that are scene1’ through scene3’ shown in FIG-
URE 6, have the similar situations as scene1 through
scene3 shown in TABLE 6. Each of three scenes
was simultaneously captured by four cameras located
close to one another. The cameras were controlled by
the camerawork for <appearance>, <movement>,
<circumstance>, and simple tracking.

TABLE 7 shows the camerawork parameters used in this
experiment. Since we have measurement errors and me-
chanical shakes, smoothing degree for all types of cam-
eraworks is set larger than that for virtual scenes, and
virtual-frame size of camerawork for <appearance> is
also set larger. The camera control delay is around 10
frames10, and the average measurement error of the mag-
netic position is around 10 mm.

For this subjective evaluation, we gathered 17 subjects,
and used the same method as in the experiment for virtual
scenes. FIGURE 7 shows the result. The result is similar
to that of the virtual video capturing. We, therefore, can
safely say that our method is effective in both a real scene
and a virtual scene.

For reference, sample shots taken for a desktop presen-
tation “assembling a toy car” are shown in FIGURE 8.
The images in the upper three rows are the shots taken
by three cameras, whose targets are the right hand, the
speaker, and the both hands, respectively. The aspect-of-
targets are set <appearance>, <circumstance>, and
<movement>, respectively. We can see that each cam-
era well captured the target when the specified aspect-
of-target was important. The bottom row of FIGURE 8
shows an example of an edited video by switching the
views11. We can see that the shots automatically taken
are good stuffs for composing comprehensible videos.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we categorized typical types of shot that
frequently appear in TV programs, and proposed a novel
framework for taking these shots by an automated multi-
camera system. We classified the purpose of a cam-
erawork from two points of view: target and aspect-
of-target, and considered the correspondence between
shot purposes and cameraworks. Then, we proposed the
virtual-frame control algorithm that realizes various cam-
eraworks by changing its parameters, and verified the
method through two kinds of experiments: virtual video
capturing and real video capturing.

For future area for work, our goal is constructing a multi-
media contents production system, which automatically

10The camera we used in this experiment is Sony EVI-D100. A target
sometimes goes out of the screen because the speed of a hand motion
turns up around 300 cm/sec in ordinary desktop manipulations.

11Our system automatically edits videos by utilizing speaker’s behav-
iors. For more detail on automated editing, please refer to (11)
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FIGURE 7 - Evaluation results by paired comparisons
among shots captured by our system. The value of sym-
bol S represent a simple tracking, and values of symbol
A, M, and C are explained in FIGURE 4.

or semi-automatically captures presentations, gives in-
dices to the obtained videos, and edit s and presents the
videos to the users. In this sense, we need further research
for automatic editing, indexing, and content production
for various applications.
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(a) attaching a sensor (b) attaching a sensor
to the wrist. to the object.

FIGURE 9 - Shot samples: tracking (a) a sensor attached
to the wrist, (b) a sensor attached to an object.

APPENDIX

Tracking Objects held by Hands

Since objects appearing in desktop presentations fre-
quently change their positions, shapes, or structures, it is
hard to constantly measure positions of all objects. How-
ever, by tracking the hand position, the object can be cap-
tured when it is held by a speaker. Since objects do not
usually move by themselves in ordinary desktop manip-
ulations, this substitution can be a practical function for
capturing a focused object.

We, therefore, let a camera track the hand for captur-
ing a held object. FIGURE 9 shows the comparison be-
tween object tracking and hand tracking . In the case as
shown in this figure, there is little difference between both
schema. Further discussion would be necessary in other
cases.
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